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Abstract: Changes in age-specific reproductiverates can have importantimplicationsfor managing
populations,but the numberof female brown(grizzly) bears(Ursus arctos) observedin any one study
is usually inadequateto quantifysuch patterns,especially for older females and in hunted areas.We
examined patters of reproductivematurationand senescence in female brown bears by combining
data from 20 study areas from Sweden, Alaska, Canada,and the continentalUnited States. We assessed reproductiveperformancebased on 4,726 radiocollaredyears for free-rangingfemale brown
bears (age >3); 482 of these were for bears >20 years of age. We modeled age-specific
probabilityof
litter productionusing extreme value distributionsto describe probabilitiesfor young- and
old-age
classes, and a power distributionfunctionto describeprobabilitiesfor prime-agedanimals.We then fit
4 models to pooled observationsfrom our 20 study areas. We used Akaike's InformationCriterion
(AIC) to select the best model. Inflectionpoints suggest that majorshifts in litterproductionoccur at
4-5 and 28-29 years of age. The estimatedmodel asymptote (0.332, 95% CI = 0.319-0.344) was
consistent with the expected reproductivecycle of a cub litter every 3 years (0.333). We discuss asUrsus14(2):109-119(2003)
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sumptionsand biases in data collection relative to the shape of the model curve. Our results conform
to senescence theory and suggest thatfemale age structurein contemporarybrownbearpopulationsis
considerably younger than would be expected in the absence of modem man. This implies that
selective pressurestoday differ from those that influencedbrown bear evolution.
Key words: AIC, Akaike's informationcriteria, brown bear, grizzly bear, maturation,modeling, reproduction,
senescence, Ursus arctos

Effects of aging on survivaland reproductivesuccess
are key elements of life historytheory and demographic
modeling. Senescence is an age-relateddecrease of an
organism's survivorshipor fecundity (Williams 1957)
associatedwith decliningphysiologicalfunction(Adams
1985). Patternsof reproductionand survival for many
long-livedmammalstendto follow a roughlybell-shaped
curve(Gaillardet al. 1994). Reproductivesenescencehas
been documentedin many long-lived mammals,including humans (Williams 1957, Hamilton 1966, Rogers
1993, Hawkes et al. 1997), non-humanprimates (Paul
et al. 1993, Johnson and Kapsalis 1995), and ungulates
andcarnivores(Eberhardt1985, Fisheret al. 1996, Packer
et al. 1998, Berubeet al. 1999, Ericssonet al. 2001).
Senescence has been attributedto cellularbreakdown
or other long-termdiminishmentof an animal's physiological state(Adams 1985). Evolutionarytheoryexplains
senescence as a consequence of age-specific selective
pressuresand reproductivecosts (Williams 1957, Hamilton 1966). For some long-lived mammals(i.e., humans
and some non-humanprimates,Paul et al. 1993), reproductive senescence occurs well before the limits of
physical longevity are reached.Williams (1957) postulatedthatselectioncouldfavorcontinuedsurvivalof postreproductiveindividuals if the survival and successful
reproductionof offspring required extended parental
care. The adaptivemenopause hypothesis assumes that
post-reproductivefemales actively enhancethe fitnessof
their prior offspring and their young (Williams 1957,
Hamilton 1966, Hawkes et al. 1997). For mammalsthat
do not providematernalcareto prioroffspring,one would
expect post-reproductivesurvival to be short in wild
populations (Williams 1957). Currenttheory suggests
a tendency for individuals not to survive beyond the
normal age of last reproduction(Gaulin 1980, Mayer
1982) becausethereis no selective advantagein doing so.
Theory suggests that age-specific reproduction in
brown (grizzly) bears should be well described by the
bell-shaped curve of Gaillardet al. (1994). Moreover,
because brown bears do not provide extended maternal
care to previous offspring or their young, patternsof

reproductive senescence should mirror patterns of
survival, giving insights into physical longevity and
expected female age structureunder the conditions in
which brown bears evolved. Such patterns have not
previouslybeen quantified,however. Reviews by Craighead and Mitchell (1982:527) and Pasitschniak-Arts
(1993:5) concludedthat "reproductivelongevity approximates physical longevity." Later, Craighead et al.
(1995:414) recognizedthat"youngandold adultfemales
(4-8 and 21-25 years of age, respectively) had lower
fertilitythanprime-agedfemales(9-20)," butthey lacked
sufficient informationfor older age classes to quantitatively characterizesenescencepatterns.Caughley(1977)
andEberhardt(1985) discussedthe applicationof Lotka's
equations (Lotka 1907) to summarizerates of increase
using age-specificsurvivorshipand fecundity.Eberhardt
(1985) suggestedconstructinga reproductivecurvewith 3
stages. The firststage was earlyreproduction,the second
includedprimeyearsof adulthood,andthe thirdreflected
reduced reproduction due to senescence. Eberhardt
(1985) suggested that, with adequatedata, a continuous
curve across all ages could be fit, recognizing that only
values correspondingto discreteages were relevant.He
recommendedfittinga 3-parametergrowthcurve (Brody
1945) to the early reproductivedata, and a 3-parameter
Gompertzcurve to the senescence component.Multiplying the curves together generateda continuous model.
Eberhardt(1985) fit curves to several data sets, setting
age of senescence subjectivelyin cases where fits to the
Gompertzcurve were unsuccessful.
There are discrepancies in the literatureregarding
effects of reproductivesenescence on the finite rate of
population change (k), with some studies suggesting
pronouncedeffects (Noon and Biles 1990) and others
(Packeret al. 1998) showing little impact.In eithercase,
however, quantifying age-specific reproductionis prerequisiteto making such a determination.
In this paper we model age-specific reproductive
changes in the brown bear by combining data from
multiple studies, then fitting those data to models
describingthe processes of maturationand senescence.
Ursus 14(2):109-119 (2003)
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Table 1. Geographic area, years of study, and sample size (n = 4,726 radiocollar years) for the 20 data sets
used to model reproductive maturation and senescence in the brown bear. References provide descriptions
for each study area.
Geographic area
Sweden
Alaska

Canada

ContinentalUSA

Years
sampled

Females
observed (n)

Reference

1985-99
1984-99

199
177

Bjarvalland Sandegren (1987)
Bjarvalland Sandegren (1987)

KodiakIsland
BlackLake
Game ManagementUnit13
KatmaiNationalPark
DenaliNationalPark
CanningRiver
WesternBrooksRange
ArcticNationalWildlifeRefuge
NorthCentralAlaska Range
Bow River
Kluane
West Slopes
Flathead

1982-97
1988-96
1980-97
1989-96
1991-98
1973-75
1977-95
1982-90
1981-2000
1994-99
1989-98
1994-2000
1979-2000

943
251
358
223
162
51
489
326
398
112
124
54
163

SelkirkMountains
Cabinet-YaakMountains
NorthernContinentalDivide
YellowstoneEcosystem
YellowstoneNationalPark

1983-2000
1983-2000
1986-96
1975-99
1959-70

67
46
53
359
171

Barnes and Smith(1998)
Milleret al. (1997)
Milleret al. (1997)
Sellers and Miller(1999)
Keay (2001)
Reynoldset al. (1976)
Reynoldsand Garner(1987)
Reynoldsand Garner(1987)
Reynolds(1999)
Gibeau(2000)
McCann(unpublisheddata)
Woods et al. (1999)
Hovey and McLellan(1996)
Wielguset al. (1994)
Kaswormet al. (1998)
Mace and Waller(1998)
Eberhardtet al. (1994)
Craigheadet al. (1995:181)

Study area
Southernarea
Northernarea

We followed the approachrecommendedby Eberhardt
(1985). However, rather than fitting separate models
to each stage, we simultaneouslyfit a continuousfunction describingboth the maturationand senescence processes, therebyeliminatingthe need to arbitrarilyestimate
age at senescence. We fit and compared4 variationsof
a general model describing reproduction,maturation,
and senescence, and used AIC to select the best model
(Andersonet al. 2001).

Study area and methods
We obtained data from 20 brown bear studies; all
but 2 were from geographicallydistinct areas. We used
recent data from the Greater Yellowstone Ecosystem
and historicdatafrom Yellowstone NationalPark;these
are effectively the same area,but the data span different
periods (Table 1). Each bear was aged by sectioning
a premolar tooth and counting annuli (Stoneberg and
Jonkel 1966) or was monitoredfrom birth.Radio-telemetry and visual observationswere used to determinethe
reproductivestatus of each female each year. Descriptions of studyareas,samplingprotocols,andotherdetails
can be found in previously published literature(Table
1). Authors are listed in order of sample size provided
except for first author (Schwartz) and second author
(Keating), who developed the models.
Ursus 14(2):109-119 (2003)

Each investigator provided information on the reproductive status of each collared female bear each
year. Data were treatedas binomial:females were classified as with cubs-of-the-yearor without. Because many
collared bears were observed in multiple years, observationswere not independent.Only bears whose reproductivestatuswas visually ascertainedwere included
in the sample. Females known to have lost litters were
classified as producing cubs for this analysis. We did
not include bears <3 years of age because brown bears
do not reach sexual maturity(age at firstbreeding)until
at least age 3.5 in NorthAmerica(Schwartzet al. 2003),
and there are few recordsof 3-year olds producingfirst
litters elsewhere (Zedrosseret al. 1999, Frkovic et al.
2001).
Modeling and data analysis
General model. To model age-specific probabilities of litterproduction,we definedNR,tas the numberof
reproductivefemales of age t in the population;i.e., the
numbers that were reproductivelymature, but not yet
senescent. Let NR,tbe a binomialrandomvariable,such
that
E(NR,,)= Ntpt
whereNt is the total numberof females of age t andPt is
the probabilitythat a female of age t is reproductively
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matureand non-senescent.Next, let Lt be the numberof
litters produced by females of age t, and assume
E(Lt)ocE(NR,t),with proportionalityconstant mt. It follows that,
E(Lt) = mtE(NR,t)
= mtNtpt

where mt is the expected productivity (in this case,
number of litters) per reproductively mature, nonsenescent female of age t, per year. In this case, bear
biology constrains annual productivity,such that 0 <
mt < 1; thus, Lt also is a binomial random variable
[Lt- Binomial (Nt, mpt)].Now, let
Pt = PM,t(1- Ps,t)
where PM,t is the probability that a female will be
reproductivelymatureby age t andPs,tis the probability
thata female will be reproductivelysenescentby age t. It
follows that 1 - Ps,tis the probabilitythata female is not
reproductivelysenescent by age t. Substitutinginto Eq.
(1) gives the most general form of our model:
(2)
E(Lt) = mtNtpM,t(- Ps,t)
Theoretically,PM,tandPs,tcan each be modeled using
any cumulativedistributionfunction (cdf) with domain
t > 0. It is not necessaryto use the same cdf to describe
both. Also, either could be modeled as the product
of multiple cdfs (each with domain t > 0) to describe
situations where more complex relationshipsbetween
age and reproductiveperformanceare suspected. We
consideredthe case where the relationshipbetween age
and productivitymight differ between prime- and oldaged females, as suggested by Eberhardt(1985). Thus,
we modeledthe age-specificprobabilityof senescenceas
- (1 -pt)(
(3)
- Po,t)
Ps,t
where pp,t is the probability that a female will be
reproductivelysenescent by age t due to factors operating on prime-agedanimals,andPo,t is the corresponding
probabilitydue to factorsoperatingon old-agedanimals.
Lacking age-specific informationon annual per capita
productivity,we also simplified our general model by
assuming that mt is constantwith age, so that mt = m.
We expectedthatm = 0.333 because adultfemale brown
bears typically produce a litter about every third year.
SubstitutingEq. (3) into Eq. (2) gives the generalmodel
we evaluated,
(4)
)( - po,t).
E(Lt) = mNtpM,t(l pp,t
The slope of the model, d[E(Lt)]/dt, gives the agespecific rate of change in per capita litter production

and can be used to characterizeimportantaspects of
the maturationand senescence processes. We estimated
age of maximumper capita litter productionby setting
d[E(Lt)]Idt= 0 and solving for t. We estimatedmodal
ages of primiparityand senescence as the maximumand
minimum,respectively,of d[E(Lt)]/dtby examining the
second derivativeat d2[E(Lt)]dt2= 0.
Specific forms of the model parameters. We
derived a specific model for PM,tfrom the cdf for the
generalized extreme value distribution(Johnson et al.
1995:75),
t > ~ + 0/Y,

FT(t) = e-{l-7[(t-4)/O]}/7,

<0

(5)

where y, 4, and 0 are parametersof the distribution.
Setting t > 0 (because age must be positive) gives y =
-0/4. Substitutinginto Eq. (5) gives our model for PM,t,
t > 0, 0 > 0,0 > 0.

PM,t= e-(t/4))-,

(6)

We selected this model largely because the probability
density function (pdf) is right-skewed, a form that is
qualitativelyconsistent with the few reporteddistributions of age at primiparity(see York 1983, Reiterand Le
Boeuf 1991).
Using the cdf for the power distributionfunction
(Johnson et al. 1995:672), we modeled senescence for
prime-agedanimals as
pp,t= M1 ,

0<t< I.

(7)

The value 1 - (t/)?0 gives the probabilityof not being
reproductivelysenescent at age t, and equals zero when
t = i. This model was selected to mimic a process in
which litter production declines steadily until some
upperage thresholdis reached.Such a patter might be
expected if fecundity declined with, say, the numberof
remainingoocytes or increasedembryonicmortality,as
suggested by Adams (1985).
We modeled senescence among old-aged animals
using a variationof the cdf in Eq. (5),
Po,t

1-

-(t/l)/

(8)

This model is similarto the one for PM,t,except that the
pdf is left- ratherthan right-skewed.We selected this
model to describe reduced reproductivesuccess resulting from overall physical senescence. Selection should
favor individualsthat delay physical and, hence, reproductive senescence as long as possible;it follows thatthe
probabilityof becoming reproductivelysenescentdue to
overall physical deteriorationshould increase at a more
rapidratelate in life (Adams 1985). A left-skewedpdf is
consistent with this reasoning.
Ursus 14(2):109-119 (2003)
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Model comparisons. Substitutingvarious combinations of Eqs. (6)-(8) for PM,t,PP,t and Po,t in Eq. (4),
we fit and compared4 variationsof our general model:
Model A: E(L,) = mNte-(t/'M)-M/?M
Model B: E(L,) = mNte-(t/1M)-'Ml0M
[1 - (t/p)eP]
Model C: E(Lt) = mNte-(t/SM)-M/eMe-(t/4o)O0/0O

Because Nt andPt vary with age, var(Lt)is not constant,
thereby violating an important assumption of least
squaresregression.We thereforeused iterativereweighting (Cox and Snell 1989) to fit our model. Each case
(i.e., age class) was assigned a weight, wt, proportional
to 1/var(Lt)and calculatedas
Nt

Wt = ,

,

Lt(Nt-Lt)
(9)

where (4M, OM)is the parameterset for the cdf describing the age-specific probabilityof litter production
in young-agedanimals,and (4p, Op)and (4o, 0o) are the
parametersets for the cdfs describing the age-specific
probabilitiesof senescence among prime- and old-aged
animals, respectively. Reproductivematuration(Eq. 6)
was includedin all models, but the form of reproductive
senescence varied. In Model A, animals exhibit no reproductivesenescence (i.e., pp,t= Po,t = 0). In Model B,
pp,t increaseswith age accordingto Eq. (7) andPo,t = 0.
This model was intendedto mimic a situationin which
senescence is due solely to some mechanism (e.g.,
ovariandepletion)that steadily diminishesreproductive
capacity, while imposing a finite upper bound on that
capacity. In Model C, Po,t increaseswith age according
to Eq. (8) and PP,t = 0. This model was intended to
mimic a situation in which reproductive senescence
increases with age-relatedphysical senescence. As we
show below, Model C was not entirelysuccessful in this
regard.Model D combines both patternsof reproductive
senescence, allowing senescence to increase according
to Model B in prime-aged animals and according to
Model C in old-aged animals.
We fit Models A-D using the simplex method in
the SYSTAT (2000) nonlinear regression module. To
achieve convergence,it was necessaryto specify starting
values close to the final estimates.This was particularly
true for 0oand 00, as sample sizes for old-aged animals were understandablysmall. We used the following
startingvalues, obtainedby visually fittingthe model to
the data:m = 0.33,'M = 4.5, 0M = 0.7, p = 40.0, Op=
2.0, Eo = 28.0, and0o = 2.0. Resultswererobustto small
changes in startingvalues, while large changes usually
led to a failure to converge or, less often, to a clearly
unrealistic model. This suggested that convergence to
locally ratherthan globally optimumestimates was not
a serious problemwhen using these startingvalues.
Being a binomial random variable with parameters
(Nt, mpt),the varianceof Lt is (Johnsonet al. 1993)
Ursus 14(2):109-119 (2003)
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var (Lt) = Nt(mpt)L'
(1 - mp)Nt-Lt.

Model D: E(Lt) = mNte-(it/M)-M/'1M
[1 - (t/lp)0P]e-(t/Io0)O/0o

al.

whereLt is the estimateof Lt following each iterationin
the nonlinearregressionprocedure.This method yields
maximumlikelihood estimatesof the model parameters
(Cox and Snell 1989).
We fit Models A-D to datafromall 20 studies,treating
each observationwith equal weight and giving no considerationto possible differences among the 20 study
populations(including whetherthey were increasingor
declining)or the fact thatsamplesize variedamongareas.
To graphmodeledrelationships,resultswereexpressedas
estimatedper capitaannuallitterproduction,ratherthan
predictednumbers of litters produced;i.e., the models
were divided by Nt. We compared models using AIC
(Bumhamand Anderson1998)
AIC = -2 ln(?)+
2K
where Y is the model likelihood and K is the number
of parametersestimated.We calculatedY as the product
across all age classes of the binomial probabilitiesof
observingexactly Lt littersamong the Nt females in our
sample

3t=3 (L,

m^
3t)N,-L
t

where the binomial coefficient
N,tL
KLt)

Nt!
L,t!(N,t-L,)!

and
Pt =

M,t(l -pp,t)(l

-Po,).

Again, we treatedm as a partof the binomialparameter
because, in this study, it representsthe proportionof
reproductivefemales thatproducea litterin a given year
and thus is constrainedto the domain 0 < m < 1. Use
of a differentmeasure of productivity(e.g., litter size)
would requirea differentformulationof Y.
Only the best model, as determined by AIC, was
examined furtherbecause model averaging performed
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Fig. 1. Age distribution of 4,726 observations of the
reproductive status of female brown bears >3 years
of age for 20 study sites in Sweden, Alaska, Canada,
and the continental United States for studies occurring from 1959 to 2000.
poorly in this instance. We calculated standarderrors
and 95% confidence intervals for parameterestimates
for the best model using a first-orderjackknifeprocedure
(Efron and Tibshirani 1993:141), whereby we omitted
data for each study area from the data set then refit the
model. We also examinedjackknife results for evidence
that data from any particular study area might have
exertedundue influence on parameterestimates. No evidence of such influence was found.

Results
Our data contained 4,726 observations, with 482
(10.2%) and 98 (2.1%) from age classes >20 and >25,
respectively(Fig. 1). The oldest bearobservedwas 34. In
our sample, none of the 275 3-year olds or the 15 bears
>29 years of age was observed with cubs-of-the-year.
Our models fit the data well according to traditional
regression criteria(all 4 r2djvalues were between 0.96
and 0.97). Based on AIC, however, Model A (no reproductive senescence) was not supportedby the data
(AAIC= 17.917). Models B-D all supportedthe conclusion that reproductivesenescence occurs in the brown
bear (Fig. 2, 0 < AAIC < 1.441). Based on Akaike
weights (WAIC),we could not pick a single best model,

suggesting that model averagingmight best estimatethe
age-specific probabilityof litter production.We calculated average estimates based on AIC weights, but the
resulting output provided an unrealistic shape to the
reproductivecurve. Consequently,we focused on Model
D because it received the lowest AIC score and it made
the most biological sense. Examinationof the derivatives
for this model suggested that the most rapid increase in
per capitalitterproductionoccurs at 4.3 years of age (i.e.,

= 0), suggesting that animals

are most productive between ages 8 and 9. Maximum
decline in per capita litter production occurred at 28.3
years, suggesting that maximum rate of reproductive
senescence occurs between ages 28 and 29. From our
fitted model (Table 2), we estimated that per capita litter productiondeclined about 7.5% among 16-year-old
females, 15.2% among 20-year olds, 68.2% among 28year olds, and 100%by age 31. The model asymptoteof
m = 0.332 (Table 3) was nearly identicalto the value of
0.333 that we would expect if bears had 1 litter every 3
years, and the maximum predicted value for the model
(L8.7/N8.7 = 0.322) was only slightly lower.

Discussion
Each database contains potential biases. First, some
bears likely lost litters prior to observation. The consequence of this would depend on the rate of loss among
age classes. If loss is independent of age, then the
general shape of the curve is correctbut the asymptote,
m, is biased low. However, if litter loss is greater in
younger age classes (Sellers and Aumiller 1994), then
age at first litter productionand the left inflection point
may be biased high. If older females lose litters at
a greaterrate than prime-agedfemales, then senescence
may occur later than indicated; i.e., the right inflection
point may be biased low. Second, sightability of bears
varied greatly among areas. Our study sites varied from
arctic tundra with high sightability to heavily forested
environmentswith low sightability. Age at first reproduction and sampling effort also varied among areas.
Although all of these factors influenced the fit and
ultimate shape of the curve, by combining data from
many brown bear study sites, we generatedan adequate
sample size to obtain reasonable model fits and to
demonstratereproductivesenescence in the brown bear.
Moreover, the excellent fit of our model suggests that,
although local variation among populations may introduce noise, the overarchingpatternsof maturityand
senescence are relatively fixed and thereforeunaffected
by such variation. Selective forces common to the species likely predeterminedthe patternwe observed.
Even though our results are based on a very large
sample size, the oldest age classes had few observations.
For example, we only had a single observationin each
age class from 31-34, and those were of the same individual. Interestingly, that female was sighted during
routine radiotrackingwith 2 different males during the
Ursus 14(2):109-119 (2003)
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Fig. 2. Observed age-specific per capita litter production (dots) versus predicted values for Models A-D
(solid lines; see text, Eqs. 9). Model slopes (derivatives) are shown by dashed lines. For Model D (the best
model based on Akaike's InformationCriterion),the predicted litter production rate increased most rapidly at
4.3 years of age, declined most rapidly at 28.3 years of age, and peaked at a value of 0.32 at 8.7 years of age.
breedingseason for severaldays at a time when she was
29 and 30 years of age, suggestingshe exhibitedsigns of
estrus.Whetherbreedingwas attemptedor successful is
unknown.However, by combininginformationfrom 20
studies we were able to increase our sample for bears
>20 years nearly 10-fold over any single study. This
largersample improvedour ability to detect and model
reproductivesenescence in aged animals.
Our reproductive data for brown bears took the
form of a classic mammalianproductivitycurve, with
reproductiveratesincreasingrapidlyduringsexual maturation,reachinga maximumand stabilizingor declining
only slowly in prime-agedindividuals, and decreasing
rapidly in very old animals (Eberhardt1985, Gaillard
et al. 1994, Lunn et al. 1994, Jorgenson et al. 1997,
Ericsson et al. 2001). Consistent with this pattern,our
model indicatedmajorshifts in litterproductionearly in
life and again with old age. The first majorchange occurredbetween ages 4 and 5, where Model D suggests
the maximum rate of change in litter production occurred at 4.3 years of age; after this, per capita litter
Ursus 14(2):109-119 (2003)

productionincreased at a slower rate, until peaking at
about 0.32 litters/femalefor animals 8-9 years of age.
We believe that the value 4.3 is a good approximation
of modal age at primiparity,althoughit may be slightly
biased. Our model predicts that approximately5% of
females produce their first litter at age 4, and that
22.3% of 5-year olds will be observedwith cubs-of-theyear. However, once a female reaches age 5, it is not
always possible to determineif the observed litter is an
animal'sfirst.Consequently,litterproductionfor ages >4
representsa mix of primiparousindividualsproducing
their first litter and pluriparousindividuals producing
a subsequent litter. Hence, our estimate only approximates modal age at primiparity.Errorassociated with
the estimatewould be relatedto the rateof firstlitterloss
and subsequentrebreedingin primiparousfemales.
Our top model also predicted that maximum per
capitalitterproductionoccuredat age 8.7 and thatreproductive performanceremainedrelatively high between
about 8 and 25 years of age. Thereafter,productivity
declinedrapidly,with the rateof decline peakingaround
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Table 2. Parameter estimates, Akaike's Information Criterion (AIC),AAIC, and WAICvalues for 4 brown bear
litter production models evaluated for data from Sweden and North America and collected from 1959 to 2000.
Models are listed by AIC rank.
Parameterestimate
Model

m

D
B
C
A

0.332
0.330
0.329
0.311

M

OM

4.384
4.379
4.378
4.328

0.626
0.618
0.616
0.528

M

p

op

40

80

AIC

AAIC

40.269
37.065
-

2.460
2.803
-

28.430
34.048
-

1.013
11.041

163.429
163.919
164.870
181.346

0.000
0.490
1.441
17.917

age 28. The derivativeof the model (dashedline, Fig. 2)
showed more variabilityafter peak maturity(the point
where the derivativebecomes negative), suggesting that
senescence is more drawn out than maturation.The interval between the estimatedmodal ages of primiparity
and senescence (28.3-4.3) suggested an expected reproductivelifespanof about24 years. Althoughno bears
in our sample had a litter after age 28, reproduction
in older age classes has been documented (Aoi 1985,
Kawaharaand Kadosaki 1996).
Does senescence have a major impact on finite rate
of populationchange in brown bears? Noon and Biles
(1990) modeled the demographyof spotted owls (Strix
occidentalis caurina) to evaluate attributesmost affecting changes in population size. The finite rate of population change (k) was most sensitive to variation in
adult survival and relatively insensitive to variationin
fecundity,age at firstreproduction,andsubadultsurvival.
Effects of an age-related decline in fecundity were
explored by incorporating a maximum age beyond
which no reproductionoccurred. Rates of population
change were strongly affected by reproductivesenescence. The effects of senescence on X became progressively more pronouncedas age of senescence decreased.
Effects were most pronouncedwith high rates of adult
survival and low rates of pre-adultsurvival. Noon and
Biles (1990) demonstrateddramatic effects of senescence because in modeling zero reproductionbeyond
a maximum age they effectively truncatedtheir adult
population well before adult mortality reduced numbers of individuals in these older age classes to levels
where their contributionto recruitmentwas not significant. By doing so, they effectively reduced adult
survival.
Packer et al. (1998) modeled population growth in
olive baboons (Papio hamadryasanubis) and African
lions (Panthera leo) using a population projection
matrix.They estimatedpopulationgrowth (k) for each
species, using both observed vital rates that included
reproductivesenescence in older females and vital rates
of a hypotheticalcohortwhose fertilityat older ages was

WAIC

0.441
0.345
0.214
0.000

the same as for younger females. Among baboons, the
observedX was 1.1329 comparedwith 1.1355 for a nonmenopausal population. Among lions, the observed K
was 1.1970 comparedwith 1.1985 for the hypothetical
population. Reproductivesenescence in older animals
had little impact on estimatesof k. In both species, senescence occurredlate in life, the numberof individuals surviving to these older age classes was small, and
their overall contributionto recruitmentwas minimal.
Eberhardt et al. (1994) modeled the population
trajectory for the Yellowstone grizzly bear using
Eberhardt's(1985) polynomial approximationto the
Lotka equation. Physical and reproductivesenescence
were incorporatedinto the equation by approximating
the reproductivecurve with a rectangularfunction that
was bounded on the left by the estimated age at first
parturitionand on the right by the estimatedmaximum
age of reproduction(Eberhardt1985). The maximum
age was chosen to compensate for likely lower reproductive and survival rates in older age-classes. By
takingthe partialderivativesof the polynomialequation,
Eberhardtet al. (1994) were able to demonstratethatthe
most importantdeterminantof rateof increasewas adult
survival, followed by reproductiverate and subadult
survival. They did not evaluate effects of physical or
reproductivesenescence.
When modeling rate of change in grizzly bear
populations,Eberhardtet al. (1994), Eberhardt(1995),
and Hovey and McLellan (1996) set senescence at 20
years of age; Wielgus and Bunnell (1994) used 21.5
years after reviewing data presentedfor 22 grizzly bear
populationsby LeFrancet al. (1987). McLellan (1989)
set senescence at age 23, Wielgus et al. (1994) used
20.5. All used the Lotka equations, as suggested by
Eberhardt(1985), and set the maximum reproductive
age at the chosen value, which effectively truncatesthe
population at that age. In each case, reproductionwas
assumedto remainhigh untilthe maximumreproductive
age was reached. Only McLellan (1989) evaluated
potentialimpactsof reproductiveor physical senescence
on estimates of k. He concluded that the model was
Ursus 14(2):109-119 (2003)
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relatively insensitive to changes in maximumreproductive age, similarto Packeret al. (1998).
Our results supportthe conclusion that rapid senescence among old-aged brownbears (t > 25) is probably
not very importantwhen modeling finite rate of increase
because few individualssurvivethatlong. However, our
resultsdo suggest thatstudiesthatassumea constantrate
of productionamong prime-agedanimalsmay bias estimates of k high because they fail to accountfor the approximately1%/yeardecline in litterproductionamong
those animals. Models of finite rate of increase should
take this decline into account unless there is sufficient
information suggesting rates of reproductionremain
high. Without such considerationof these senescence
effects, sustainable yield or allowable human-caused
mortalityestimatesmay be too liberal. This could have
long-term impacts on population trajectory for both
hunted populationsor for remnantpopulationsin need
of recovery. Conversely, estimates of population size
(e.g., Eberhardtand Knight 1996) that assume constant
productivityof 0.333 litters/female/yearlikely arebiased
low.
The estimated asymptote of our model (m = 0.332,
Table 2) was nearlyidenticalto the value of m = 0.333,
expected if bears have 1 litterevery 3 years. Moreover,
our confidence intervalfor m (95% CI = 0.319-0.344)
spanned2.9-3.1 years, suggesting an interbirthinterval
that very closely approximates3 years. Empiricallyobserved interbirthintervalsfor most populationsrecorded
in the literaturespan 2-4 years (Schwartzet al. 2003).
We expected a slightly greaterconfidenceintervalfor m
because bears from one study area (South Sweden,
Bjarvall and Sandegren 1987) tend to breed and wean
offspring every other year. However, this had little
influence on the overall fit and was not deemed an
outlier based on the jackknife procedure(Table 3). Our
assumptionthat m is a constant is not entirely correct.
For example,primiparous3-yearolds could theoretically
all breedand producea litterat age 4. However,this was
not the case, suggesting that onset of primiparityand
litter productionin younger bears is a gradualprocess
that builds to a maximumaroundage 8.
Our sample showed that female brown bears in
the wild can live until at least age 34. This is younger
thanrecordedlongevity for brownbearsin captivity(age
50 for a male and 42 for a female, Karr 2002). Our
results indicated that reproductive senescence begins
well before maximum physical longevity is attained.
Craighead and Mitchell (1982:527) concluded that
reproductivelongevity approximatedphysical longevity,
but did not quantify either one. They recognized,
Ursus 14(2):109-119 (2003)
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Table 3. Parameter estimates and 95% jackknife
confidence bounds for Model D, the best model as
determined by Akaike's Information Criterion (AIC).
Estimates are based on data from Sweden and North
America, from 1959 to 2000.
95%Confidencelimits
Parameter
m
~M

OM

4p
op
,o

0o

Estimate
0.332

Lower
0.319

Upper
0.344

4.384
0.626
40.269
2.460
28.430

4.359
0.598
37.728
2.146
28.322

4.410
0.653
42.880
2.768
28.536

1.013

0.964

1.065

however, that old females (21-25 years of age) had
lower fertility than prime-agedfemales (9-20) (Craighead et al. 1995:414). This later approximationof peak
breedingages is close to whatwe found here. Ourresults
suggested that reproductivelongevity might very well
approximatephysical longevity in the sense that the
patternof senescence roughly approximatesthe pattern
of survival. Indeed, if theories about the evolution of
senescence are correct,then the 2 are inextricablylinked
and should parallel one another. If our data are
representativeof the mean age structureof our 20 study
populations,then Fig. 1 approximatesa survival curve
for the 4,726 bearyears sampled.Comparingthe general
shape of the curve in Fig. 1 with the one in Fig. 2D,
suggests that female survival declined rapidly after
about 12 years of age, whereas a similardecline in per
capitalitterproductiondid not occuruntil about25 years
of age. Because the majorityof the populationsin our
sample came from either hunted populations or
protectedpopulationsin which human-causedmortality
is the majorcause of adultmortality,one would expect a
younger age structurethan what might have occurred
evolutionarily in the absence of a large amount of
human-causedmortality. If this theory is correct, our
model of reproductive senescence may approximate
natural survival in adult female brown bears in the
absence of human-causedmortality.
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